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ABSTRACT 

Solid axle is one of typical fatigable parts in the train that need to be inspected periodically. Due to the limitation of conventional 

inspection technique, inspection efficiency is still low when the axle is mounted on the train. In this paper, combined with the 

characteristic of axle maintenance in China, an automatic phased array ultrasonic inspection solution for mounted solid axle is 

given for improving inspection efficiency and optimizing beam coverage. Comparing to the conventional method, the inspection 

time can be reduced from around 20 minutes to less than 2 minutes per axle. Blind area that varies with the height difference 

between wheel seat and dust guard seat can also be reduced by stimulating skip beam with specific laws from end face. Some 

practical cases are given in the end for further explanation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Solid axle is widely used in railway vehicles, such like heavy haul train, ordinary passenger coach, metro and high speed intercity 

train. As one of the typical fatigable parts in the train, solid axle bears huge bending stress while rotation, and the surface of the 

press-fit part is alternately lengthened and shortened, which changes the original stress state [1], thus it’s essential to inspect 
periodically. Ultrasonic inspection technique (UT) is mainly used in solid axle inspection since other methods can hardly detect 

the inner part of the axle effectively. Due to the influence of many factors like train models, maintenance levels or operating 

environment, the axles’ inspection requirements are different. According to the established train maintenance system in China, 

each service level has respective implementation periods and inspection items, as in the case of the axle inspection, the probe type, 

probe layout are different. Taking the existing axle inspection procedure of locomotive axle as an example, there are mainly three 

kinds of probes chosen for one axle. 0° and small angle conventional ultrasonic probes putting on the end face for inner defects 

and crack on the surface of wheel seat, and angle beam probe is put on the axle body for the inspection of gear seat and wheel seat, 

as shown in Fig.1. 

 

Fig.1 Conventional UT method for axle inspection 

For different axles and different areas, the best incident angles are different. For example, when detecting the wheel seat the 

incident angle of the probe could be various among 9° to 13° depending on axle type. The inspectors often take a long time to 

choose and calibrate probes and change detecting positing for better coverage. Thus working conditions and human experience 

can effect results to a large extent. Besides, the limited beam angle can cause large blind area in some critical position. As phased 

array ultrasonic testing (PAUT) is becoming more and more popular, especially for complex geometric components and high 

inspection efficiency solutions, it is worthwhile to combine PAUT with automation technology for improving inspection efficiency 

and reducing the uncontrollable human factors.  
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2. PRINCIPLES  

2.1 PHASED ARRAY TECHNOLOGY 

Comparing to conventional UT, phased array ultrasonic technology is more flexible and effective. Recent years have seen a 

dramatic increase in the use of phased arrays in medical, aerospace, petroleum, railway and other fields. A phased array probe is 

made of certain number of crystal. Each small crystal may be considered a line source of cylindrical waves. The wave-fronts of 

the new acoustic block will interfere, generating an overall wave-front, according to Hugens Principle. Each wave-front can be 

time-delayed for producing required amplitude and phase, in such a way as to create an ultrasonic focused beam with steering 

capability [2]. 

 

Fig.2 Inspection ability comparison between UT and PA 

The most important characteristics of PA is beam steering and focusing which can be achieved by giving certain delay for each 

element, as shown in Fig.3. And the beam can be triggered very fast so that the inspection efficiency is higher than conventional 

UT. 

 

Fig.3 Focusing and steering in PA excitation 

2.2 SOLID AXLE AUTOMATIC INSPECTION TECHNIQUE 

The typical defects in solid axle are inner material defects which may be caused in production process and fatigue cracks commonly 

located at the wheel or gear indentation line [3], as shown in Fig.4. Usually, before inspection, the ultrasonic device and probes 

shall be calibrated through  reference axle which includes all the typical defects in the solid axle. According to the stress analysis 

of the axle, the inner part around the center bear less stress, while the circumferential fatigue crack on surface is critical and it can 

gradually extend and even cause brittle fracture in the end due to the bending stress [4], as shown in Fig.5. 

 

Fig.4 Crack located at wheel seat 
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Fig.5 Fatigue crack extension  

For achieving automatic inspection without dismounting axle from the train, a scanner is designed to be electromagnetically 

adsorbed to the end face of the axle. The scanner can rotate PA probe 360° automatically, and material evaluation, direct scan and 

skip beam are included during process. 

Material evaluation 
The same as conventional UT , material evaluation is achieved by 0°  longitudinal wave, but replacing the conventional UT with 

a 32element PA for transmitting 0° L-wave combing with automatic rotation mechanism. 

 

Fig. 6 Phased-array 0 degree L-wave for material evaluation. 

:Multi-angle scan method 

Phased array probe can stimulate multiple angles in very short time. And we can use calibrate axle which contains 

required defects type and defects size to find and configure the optimum angles, so that just delay law needs to be 

changed rather than change probes when inspection object is shifted. The compatibility that PA brings us can improve 

inspection efficiency and improve beam coverage comparing to conventional method. Fig.7 shows the beam coverage 

when PA stimulate -30° to 30°. 

 

Fig. 7 Multi-angle scan for transverse crack on surface. 

Skip beam method 

As shown in Fig.7, although the beam coverage has been improved, there are some blind areas around the corner of 

wheel seat when the probe is put at the end face of axle. For the axle still mounted on the train, it is hard to find space 

to put probe on axle body and it is difficult to realize automated inspection even if there is enough space. In order to 

reduce the blind area, we may use skip beam, as shown in red line. Still the blind area cannot be eliminated totally due 

to the structural height difference. 

 

Fig. 8 Skip beam for blind area reducing comparing with directly transmit 
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3. SOLUTION OF AUTOMATIC INSPECTION 

3.1 SYSTEM COMPOSITION 

The system includes two parts, the one is scanner and the other is electric trolley which carrying the ultrasonic 

acquisition system, electrical control unit, computer and UPS. The UPS can maintain power supply to prevent scanner 

sudden falling when power off.  

The scanner is made of phased array probe, electromagnet and rotation mechanism. 

The computer is for system control and results analysis. Each A, B, C scan will be stored in computer and inspection 

report can be automated generated. 

 

Fig. 9 Automatic inspection system 

3.2 OPERATION PROCESS  

The system operation shall follow: 

Step1: Calibrating the sensitivity of ultrasonic system with reference axle;  

Step2: Dismounting axle end cover and positing scanner at axle end; 

Step3: The scanner rotating automatically and collecting data; 

Step4: Manual analysis of ultrasonic captured; 

Step5: Printing ultrasonic inspection report if no defect is detected; 

Step6: Re-check the axle if there is defect indication, then provide suitable processing suggestion to the unqualified 

axle.  

3.3 CRACK DETECTABILITY 

In order to test the detectability, experimental axle is designed which contains 0.5mm to 1.5mm depth crack on axle 

journal and 1.5mm to 3mm depth transverse crack on other part of the axle. 
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Fig. 10  Experimental axle for testing detectability 

Experimental results shows that with beam steering most transverse cracks located at different positions of the axle 

can be detected (with SNR>14dB) and the crack detectability is described as follow: 

(1)  Axle journal:   0.5mm depth transverse crack. 

(2)  Wheel seat:    2.0mm depth transverse crack. 

(3)  Gear seat:       2.5mm depth transverse crack. 

(4)  Axle body:     3.0mm depth transverse crack. 

3.4 PRACTICAL APPLICATION 

For further verifying the ability of the system, the system has been sent to several locomotive maintenance depots. 

Many types of locomotive axle, such as HXD3, SS4B, DF4 etc. have been inspected, showing the good compatibility 

of the system. More than 20 defects have been detected. However, we also found the loading from the wheel or gear 

can influence the inspection result. Some certain structural echo will reduce the SNR to some extent. The Fig.11 shows 

the results when the axles are mounted and dismounted on the train separately, thus smart recognition algorithm needs 

to be developed if we want to get better results. 

 

                                                              Fig.11 (a) B-scan with defects in mounted axle  
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Fig.11 (b) B-scan with defects in reference axle (dismounted) 

4. SUMMARY 

Phased array ultrasonic technology is widely used, but in the field of solid axle inspection, most inspectors are still 

using conventional way. This paper mainly discusses the solution of automatic inspection method for solid axle 

inspection with PA. Typical defects and important areas are given with corresponding beam transmitting method. 

Also, the automatic inspection system is introduced with the process of operation. By designing and testing artificial 

defects on axle, the detectability of the method has been given. The inspection time for one axle can be controlled 

within 2 minutes which is much faster than conventional method. 
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